
 
 
Features and Benefits 

- Flexible 
- Adaptable 
- Impact Tested 
- Standards Compliant 

(EN, ISO, ANSI/RIA, CSA, OSHA) 
 
Industry Group: ProGMA 

 
 

Fred Grafe, Pallet Runner Automation 
President says their partner of choice was 
obvious, Troax, Inc.  “We’ve used Troax on 
many other projects and have never been 
disappointed. From the design phase with its 
multiple revisions and available CAD 
modelling, to the on-site adaptability and 
flexibility, ease of installation, responsive 
customer support, competitive pricing and on- 

time deliveries….the guarding portion of 
our projects are always stress free!” 
Ultimately, however, it really is about how the 
end customer feels.  Mark McLonis- Senior 
Manager of Technical Services, feels 
confident they made the best partner choice. 
“Pallet Runner Automation has been a delight 
to work with and every aspect of the project 

has exceeded expectation.”  With regard 
to Troax, he says “…..perfect choice. 
We are totally pleased with the look, fit, finish 
and modularity of the Troax system. We will 
expect them to be a part of all of Herbalife’s 
future endeavors. 

 

 

Dynamic and SAFE Logistics 
 
 
 

 
 
 
In the ever growing world of warehousing & distribution, it’s all about 
speed, efficiency, accuracy and cost.  Business is dynamic and now, so 
is logistics. 
When HerbaLife (Los Angeles, CA) needed to infuse dynamics into their 
new 775,000 square foot distribution center in Raleigh, NC, they 
reached out to Pallet Runner Automation (Oakville, ON).  The 
goal…receive, store, process and ship orders each and every business 
day.  The scope of the project, provide a complete material handling 
solution from mobile material handling equipment, racking , shelving , 

product invertors and Pallet Runner’s semi-automated systems  A by- 
product requirement to round out the complete solution was to also 
source machine guarding and perimeter/property protection.  For that, 
Pallet Runner Automation relied on the global leader, Troax, Inc. 
(Nashville, TN). 
Now as part of the AUTOMHA group, Pallet Runner Automation 

Company after introducing Cart Based Automation over 10 years ago, 
are now leading the way with AUTOMHA in fully automated systems as 
well. 
 

Troax, Inc. is the world’s leading supplier of safety 
fencing and material handling solutions. Located in 28 
countries, your relationship is local and your reach, 
global. 

 

 
TROAX, INC. 
1410 Donelson Pike, Suite B20 
Nashville, TN 37217 
Phone: 615-730-7581 
Fax: 615-730-7583 
(615) 730-7581 
info.us@troax.com 
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